Dear animal lover,
cats are wonderful and fascinating creatures. They enrich our lives and are
there for us in times of difficulty. As pet owners, we all want to offer our cats
a happy and healthy life, and the right nutrition plays an important role in this.
However, it’s not always easy finding delicious treats for our selective little
pets! Your cat will pounce instantly on these Cosma snackies and lovingly lap
them all up.
Try it now and see for yourselves.
We wish you all the best.
Your Cosma Team
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The Product
 Healthy cat snacks made from 100% meat or fish
 Carefully freeze-dried to preserve the snack’s delicious flavour and healthy

ingredients
 A truly natural product - free from additives, preservatives and colourings
 Highly popular, even with choosy and sensitive cats
 In practical, resealable tubes
 4 flavours for plenty of variety

What is freeze-drying?
The complex process of freeze-drying is used primarily in the food and pharmaceutical industry. This process allows ingredients to be dried particularly
carefully to help lock in all the vital nutrients and delicious flavours.
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Varieties
… there’s something for any palette …

Product details

Tuna

Beef

Ingredients:
100 % Tuna
Analytical constituents:
protein 79 %, fat 3.1 %, ash 0.8 %,
moisture 6%

Chicken
Ingredients:
100 % Chicken

Ingredients:
100 % Beef
Analytical constituents:
protein 66 %, fat 8.3 %, ash 9 %,
moisture 5%

Analytical constituents:
protein 79 %, fat 5 %, ash 1.4 %,
moisture 5%

Duck
Ingredients:
100 % Duck
Analytical constituents:
protein 80 %, fat 3.5 %, ash 0.8 %,
moisture 5%

Feeding guide:
Treat your cat up to twice a day to 3 or 4 chunks.
Fresh clean drinking water should always be available.
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What our customers have to say about Cosma snackies:
Be prepared for your cat to turn into a pig!
Yummy
I received these free with my order and tried them on my 2 siamese cats and they
went mental for them, zac was trying to get the lid off the tube!! They normally
turn up their nose at cat treats but not these.....will def be buying more. Tracey

I received the free advent calendar version in 2010 (thanks Zooplus) and my Balinese/Norwegian Forest cat went mental for these treats from day 1(she wasn’t
so interested in the daily advent picture behind the door despite my encouragement!). I usually buy the Thrive freeze-dried treats (which she also likes), but
she seemed to prefer the Cosma ones. My dear little Chartreuse was not so impressed (although only free range chicken seems to impress her!). Helen

New favourite

careful, they’re addictive
Fin
Finally I can get the snackies with the Advent Calender. My cats
scrambled for their advent calender treat everyday cos they loved
the smell so much. Both go crazy when I pull the Snackies from the cupboard. So
beware of kitty addiction!
Martina

My incredibly fussy Maine Coon received the Advent Calendar as a Christmas gift
(many thanks for that by the way). He absolutely adored every flavour of these
little snacks and this is a cat who rejects fresh salmon and
chicken on a regular basis! Highly recommend these for any
well-loved feline companion. I’ve just ordered the large trial
pack of every flavour and I know this will be a regular item in
my trolley from now on. Anonym

Great!
I got the free advent calendar with the variety of snack flavours, and my
bengal who is usually quite fussy about treats loved every single one of
them to the point where she’d run over and start meowing every day when she
saw i was picking it up! Definately going to be buying them for her from
now on.
Anonym
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I’m so glad we can buy cosma snackies now. My cats always went crazy for them in
the advent calender and frantically tried to open at the doors after they yanked
it out of the packaging. Now they go nuts when they see the tin come out of the
Andrea
cupboard and jump in the air. Definitely worth a try!

Cats adore these!

greeeat, thumbs up
I think its great we got these free with our Advent calender.
Ramona

new yummy treat

Thanks :)

Both of my cats adore these snacks. They used to have Thrive treats but one of
them would hardly eat them. As soon as I opened the Cosma duck snacks they got
very excited. They would have eaten the whole tube if I’d let them. Brilliant
product.
Anonym

Manufacturer
MATINA GmbH
D-80003 München
service@matina-gmbh.de
www.matina-gmbh.de

